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1. INTRODUCTION 
For many years there has been considerable interest in finding a resolution 
of the ideal generated by the minors of order p of a generic m x n matrix. To 
put the problem more precisely, suppose R, is a commutative ring and X, 
are variables with 1 < i < m and 1 < j Q n. If we let R = R, [X,] be the 
polynomial ring over R,, then we have the “generic” matrix (X,) and we 
may form the ideal ZP in R generated by the p X p minors of this matrix. The 
problem, then, is to find an explicit free resolution of the ideal ZP over the 
ring R. It was proved by Eagon and Hochster [lo] that R/I, has a resolution 
of length (m-p + l)(n -p + l), but their proof consisted in showing that 
the ideal ZP is perfect; it did not provide a construction of the resolution. In 
fact, it is not known whether the Betti numbers of the ideal ZP depend on the 
characteristic of the ground ring R,. 
In [ 121, Lascoux succeeded in giving an explicit resolution provided that 
the ground ring R, contained the field, Q, of rational numbers. His 
construction rests heavily on the theory of Schur functors and the fact that in 
characteristic zero the Schur functors are the irreducible representations of 
the general linear group. Over the integers, however, the construction breaks 
down despite the fact that one can define the Schur functors over an 
arbitrary commutative ring (see [ 1,2, 14, 151 for various constructions of 
Schur functors). 
In analyzing the work of Lascoux and its subsequent reworking by 
Nielsen [ 131, some basic facts seemed to clamor for attention. One was that 
within a resolution of R/Z,, there appeared to be two types of boundary 
maps: one of degree 1 and one of degree p. The maps of degree 1 were maps 
between sums of Schur functors of fixed Durfee square k (see Section 2 for 
definitions), while the maps of degree p were from sums of Schur functors of 
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Durfee square k to others of Durfee square k - 1. It therefore seems 
necessary to define complexes 
X(k): ... +X,(k)~x,&k)+ , 
where k denotes the size of the Durfee square and d,(k) is a map of degree 1, 
and to define maps of complexes 
4(k): X(k) + X(k - l), 
where 4(k) has degree p. The resulting double complex should then provide 
the desired resolution. (Recall that we are talking about resolutions over the 
graded polynomial ring R,[Xij], so that the degree of a map makes sense.) 
Using the Lascoux and Nielsen results in characteristic zero as a guide, it 
also seems that the modules X,(k) defined, say, over Z (the integers) should 
be Z-forms of the corresponding terms in the Lascoux resolution (see 
Section 2 for a definition of Z-forms). Using explicit calculations as a guide, 
it appears that the Z-forms cannot be a straightforward parroting of the 
construction in characteristic zero. In fact, it is easy to see that X,( 1) cannot 
be the sum of Schur functors of the Lascoux resolution. Moreover, the maps 
4(k) of degree p in characteristic zero always have determinantal coefficients 
while over the integers such a restriction on the map $(2) would probably 
make it impossible to construct a resolution. 
In [4] we started the program of applying the foregoing observations to 
the case when p = n < m, i.e., the maximal order minors. For that case, the 
only Durfee squares are of size 1 so that we needed to construct only the 
complex (X(l), d(1)). This case being successfully concluded, we next 
tackled the case: m > n =p + 1. What we do in this paper is prove that the 
program outlined above works in this submaximal case. As a corollary, we 
see that the Betti numbers of 1, for a generic mx(p + 1) matrix are 
independent of the characteristic. 
Before outlining the rest of this paper, it may be of interest to note that in 
1890, Hilbert’s paper [ 111, in which he proved, among other things, the 
syzygy theorem, was thought to have killed off invariant theory. However, 
the attempt to find the syzygies of the ideal ZP has been one of the factors to 
revive interest in and lead to generalizations of classical invariant theory. 
The construction of our resolution proceeds as follows: We first construct 
a complex 
XP(1): ... -X~(l)~X~(l)~xg(l)-+X~(l)~R 
consisting of universally free modules, and with boundary maps of degree 1. 
This is done in Section 3, using various auxiliary constructions. 
The next step is to introduce Schur complexes (defined in Section 4) 
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attached to maps of free modules, a characteristic-free construction whose 
characteristic zero counterpart is given by Nielsen in [ 131. In Section 5 we 
show that the Schur complex corresponding to the partition 
(P + L.., p + 1) 
r 
yields a resolution of Ii+ 1 when p + 1 is the size of the maximal order 
minors, and in particular yields a resolution 
X72): . . . > /q(2) + Xqp(2) + I;, 1 + 0 
of I;+, when r= 2. We also show that 1i+i c H,(X(l)) and that 
H,(X( 1)) = 0 for i > 3 and i = 1,2. These facts imply the existence of a map 
4(2): XP(2) + XP( 1) 
of degree p, and the mapping cone of this map of complexes provides a free 
complex over R/Ip. The final step in showing that this mapping cone is a 
resolution of R/Z, consists in applying the acyclicity lemma [S]. After 
inverting a p x p minor it is easy to see that H3(XP( 1)) = Ii+ i and this is all 
that is needed to complete the proof. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If R is a commutative ring, and F is a free R-module, we may consider the 
morphism a: F @ AkF + A’F @ Akml obtained by composing the maps 
F@AkF loA ,F@F@Ak-‘F *@ ,AZF@Ak-‘F, 
where A: AkF + F@Ak-‘F is the appropriate component of the diagonal map 
of AF + AF @ AF, and m: AF @ AF + AF is the multiplication map in the 
exterior algebra, AF. If we denote the kernel of a by TR(F), we see that 
T,(F) is a functor on the category of free R-modules. If 4: R + S is a 
morphism of rings, we have the functor 
E,:F+S@,F 
from the category of free R-modules to the category of free S-modules and a 
natural transformation of functors 
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If R = Z, the ring of integers, it is easily seen that T,(F) = 0 for all F, but 
if R = Z/(2), then T,,,(F) # 0 for all free Z/(2)-modules F. Thus it is clear 
that T,,&, z Z/(2) 0 T, where $: Z+ Z/(2) is the obvious ring 
morphism. 
On the other hand, if we define TR(FI, F2) to be the functor (of two free 
variables) F, OR F,, and if we define E,(F,, I;,) to be (S @I~ F,, S OR F,) 
for a ring morphism 4: R + S, then we again have the natural transformation 
and in this case, T,E, = S OR T,. 
These examples lead us to make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let TR (F, ,..., F,) be a functor defined for all 
commutative rings R and all n-tuples of free R-modules F, ,..., F,. 
T,(F, ,..., F,) is called a universally free functor if 
(a> TR(FI ,..., FJ is a free R-module; 
(b) if 4: R + S is a ring morphism, then S OR TR is naturally 
equivalent to the functor T,E, (where now E, is the functor sending 
(F I,..., r;,) -, (S OR F, ,..., S OR F,,)). 
Consider the functors T,(F) and T,(F) where T,(F) = S,(F) and T”(F) = 
D,(F), S,(F) denoting the second symmetric power and D,(F) the second 
divided power of F. Both of these functors are universally free and are 
naturally equivalent when R contains a field of characteristic zero. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let F,, TR and r; be universally free functors. We say 
that TR and Y; are Z-forms of TR if Tc and Ti are naturally equivalent to 
T,, where Q is the field of rational numbers. 
We will now review the basic definitions of an important class of univer- 
sally free functors, namely the skew Schur and co-Schur functors. A detailed 
exposition of these constructions will be found in [ 1, 2, 151, so we will omit 
the proofs of universal freeness here. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let n be a positive integer. A partition of weight n is a 
decreasing sequence of positive integer A = (2, ,..., A,) with 13r > I, > > 
& > 1 such that 2, + ... + As = n. We denote the weight, n, of I by )A), and 
call q the height of A. To each partition, A, of weight n, we associate its 
transpose I= (1, ... x,), where x, is the number of integers dr such that 
A, > k. If /J = (,u, ,..., ,u,) is also a partition, we will say that ,u is a sub- 
partition of 1, or that ,u c 1, if p < q and ,ui < Ai for i = l,..., p. 
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To the partition A we may associate the set PA of integral points in the 
plane: sP~={(x,u)/O~u<q- 1, O<x<l,-,-1, and x and u are 
integers}. The top row of this set has 1, elements, the second row from the 
top has A, elements, etc. In the transpose x, the integer 1, is the number of 
points in the left-hand column of the set P”, the integer 1, is the number of 
points in the next column over, etc. Thus we have 
X,=q>Xy>X,,t=1,, and x1 + ... I,= n. 
Therefore 1 is also a partition of weight n and I= L. 
Let I: be a free R-module and let a = (a, . . . . a,) be a sequence of non- 
negative integers. We define A,(F) to be A”‘F OR ... OR AaqF, S,(F) = 
Sa,F@It . . . OR Sa9F and D,(F) = D,, F ~$0~ . . . OR D, F, where AF, SF and 
DF are the kth exterior, symmetric and divided power modules of F. Given 
the module F and two partitions 
with P = 5 we have the sequences A/,u = (A, - p, ,..., A,, -p , , I,,, , ,..., A,) 
and x/i= (1, -,& ,..., ItI -&, x,,,, ,..., I,) where X = (1, ,..., 1,) and 
Pi,...,&). We want to define a map 
Q,(F): A,,,(F) -, Sxl,-(F). 
In order to define this map recursively, we introduce some auxiliary 
notation. First, we will arbitrarily call the sequence (0) a partition contained 
in every partition A. We assign to it weight 0 and height 0. In this way, 
A/(O) = A and x/(6) = x. 
Next if A is any partition other than (0), and A= (A, ,..., A,), x = (1, ,..., I,), 
we denote by A- 1 the partition (A; ,..., A;) where p = 1, and 2; = & - 1 for 
k = l,...;p. A - 1 is clearly a partition whose weight is )A I- q and whose 
transpose, Pi, is (1 2 ,..., I,). If ~1 CA, then p - 1 cl - 1, and 
AT/pi = (1, -,Lz ,..., I,, -&,, x,,,, ,..., 2,). If p = (0), we define p - 1 to 
be p again. 
Notice that if ,U = (ui,...,,+ ) c 1 = (A, )..., d,) and q’ = q, then A,,,(F) = 
A A-I,u- ,(F) and SXIr;(F) = S 4y1, cly, (F). We may therefore proceed to 
peel off columns from the partitions I and p until we arrive at the situation 
where I has more rows than ,u has, i.e., q’ < q. In this case we want to define 
~.vu *. Aal--“‘F @ . . . @ An‘-“‘JF 
@Aaq’+lF; . . . @A’qF+S~,-;,FO .‘. 0 Sx,+FO ... OSx,F. 
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We have the map 
ij:A +lF@ . . . @A+‘+F@,+-‘F@ . . . @F@A+‘F 
+ S,-,,F@ A A4’+1-‘F@ . @A-b-‘F 
obtained ,by diagonalizing each of the q - q’ factors 
/IAkF+F@AAk-‘F 
and then multiplying the q - q’ Fs to S,-,,F. Notice that q - q’ = 1, -F,. 
Tensoring the map r~ with the identity on A”-“‘F @ @ Ahq--L(q, we get a 
map 
A&F)+ Sx,-;,FOA,-I,,-,f’- 
Assuming that we already know the map (TV,,,, for all partitions A’ of 
weight less than 111, we have the map 
u~-,,~--~:A~--~,L~--~(F)-)S~~,,~~,(F). 
The map Us,,, is now defined as the composition: 
A~,L~(F)‘)SS;I,--L~,(F)OA*-~,~~-I(F) 
‘SX,_,-,(F)OS,~,,~~,(F)=SX,,;(F). 
To complete this recursive definition, it s&ices to define Us,,, when L = (0). 
In this case, ,U = (0) also, A,,,(F) = R, S,,,(F) = R, and we define Us,, 
to be the identity. 
In a similar way, we may define a map 
For convenience, we may think of a partition as a non-increasing finite 
sequence of non-negative integers. With this convention, we identify a 
partition (1, ,..., L,) with the partition (12, ..., A,, 0). 
DEFINITIONS 2.4. If F is a free R-module and A, ,u are partitions with 
p c 1, we define 
LA,,(F) = Image o,&‘), 
KA,,(Fl = Image 7..&‘). 
L,,,(F) is called the skew Schur jiuncfor corresponding to the pair of 
partitions p c 1, and K,,(F) is called the skew co-Schur functor 
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corresponding to the pair of partitions p c A. If .U = (0), we denote LA,,(F) 
by L(F), and K&7 by KG’). 
It is proved in [2] that the skew Schur and co-Schur functors are univer- 
sally free. 
DEFINITION 2.5; Let L = (A i ,..., A,) be a partition other than (0). We say 
that L has Durfee square k if A, > k but A 
Durfee square 0. 
k+, < k. We arbitrarily assign (0) 
From this definition, we see that (A i,..., A,) has Durfee square 1 if and 
only if A, = . . = A, = 1. Such a partition is called a hook. It is clear that for 
any partition 1,1 and x have the same Durfee square. 
Two other formal ideas will arise in the sequel: linear complexes and 
linearly exact complexes. Suppose R = R, 0 R, @ ... is a graded 
(commutative) ring. We will say that an R-module C is induced if 
C = R &,A4 where M is an R,-module. If M, and M2 are R,-modules, and 
if 4,, : M, + R i OR0 M, is an R-morphism, then #,, induces an R-morphism 
$: C, + C, where C, are the induced R-modules R alo Mi. The morphism 4 
on R, OR,, M, is simply 
where R,@Rl-rRk+l is multiplication in R. The map # is said to be linear 
or of degree one. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let R be a graded ring as above, and let Cc: . .. + 
C/c-+ d”Ck-l + ‘.. + C, -Pi* C, be a complex of R-modules. We say that C is 
a linear or degree one complex if each C, is an induced module, i.e., C, = 
R @,,M, and d,: Ck+ C,-, is of degree one. We say that C is linearly 
exact if for all k > 2, the sequence 
O+M, (dk)o ,R,@Mk-l-RZ@Mk-2 
is exact. 
For the sake of convenience, we will make one further convention. If C 
and @’ are complexes and # = {$k : Ck --) CL} is a family of maps from the 
chains of Cc to those of C’, we will call # a map of complexes if each square 
q-c;-, 
either commutes or anticommutes. 
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3. THE FUNDAMENTAL DURFEE SQUARE ONE COMPLEXES 
In this section, R is a commutative ring, F and G are free R-modules of 
ranks m and n, respectively, and 4: F 0 G -+ R is an R-map. We will identify 
Hom,(F 0 G, R) with Hom,(G, F*) via the canonical isomorphism. With 
this identification, we will use the same symbol $ to denote the 
corresponding map 4: G --t F*, and write #* : F -+ G* for the map dual to (. 
We will also denote by cd the element of F* 0 G* corresponding to d under 
the canonical isomorphism : 
Hom,(F 0 G, R) z F* 0 G*. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A($) is the (doubly graded) complex (AF* @ DG, a,) 
where the differential 3, is given by the action of c1 E AP @ SG* on 
AP @ DG. The subcomplex 
O+D,G+F*@D,-,G+ +A’-‘F*@DiG+ . . . -+A’F*+O 
of A(#) will be denoted by A’(#). The component of A’($) of degree i, 
denoted by A I(#), is the term A’-‘P @ DiG. 
We note that A’(4) is isomorphic to the complex 
O+AmF@D,G-tAm-‘F@D,-,G+ +Am-‘+iF@DiG 
--f . . . +A”-IF+& 
the isomorphism being induced by AmF@A’-iF* sz Am-‘+iF. We will use 
the same notation, A’(#), to denote either one of these two isomorphic corn- 
plexes. 
DEFINITION 3.2. ‘LB($) is the (doubly graded) complex (DF* 0 AG, S,), 
where the differential 6, is given by the action of cm E DF* @ AG* on 
DF* 0 AG. The subcomplex 
O-+/irG+F*@/i’-LG+ -+D,F”@/l’-‘G-+ +D,F*+O 
of ES(#) will be denoted by I@,($). The component of degree i of B,(4), 
denoted by RI($), is the term D,Fc @ A’-‘G. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The tensor product of the complexes Am-P(#) and 
/Anep(#*) is again a complex, A”-“(+6) @ A”-P(qS*), with its customary 
boundary map. We denote by U’(d) this complex with its degree shifted by 
one, i.e., Up(#) = {Vi+ ,(#)} with 
u:+ I(#) = (Am-P(9) 0 An-P(#*))L for k > 0. 
We will denote the boundary map of IUp by a:. 
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Explicitly, we have 
Uif+,(#) = 2 AP+aF@D,G@AP+bG@DbF. 
n+b=k 
To describe the boundary map explicitly, we let {fi}, i = l,..., m, and {g,}, 
j = l,..., n, be bases of F and G, respectively, and let {pi}, {yj} be their 
respective dual bases. Then for x@y@u@vEAP+‘F@DDoG@ 
AP’bG @ D,F we have: 
az(x 0 Y 0 u 0 b) = 2 #ti 0 gj){Pitx) 0 Y/(Y) 
O"Ou+(~l)"xOYOYj(~)O~i(~)}~ 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let 1,: F+ F be the identity map. Instead of writing 
A’( lF) or E,(l,) we shall denote these complexes by A’(F) and B,(F), and 
write a,, S, for their boundary maps. Notice that A:(F) = S;(F) = 
A’-‘F @ DiF. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For any free R-module F we have: 
(1) A’(F) is exact for I > 0, i.e., H,@‘(F)) = 0 for i > 0. 
(2) H’@,(F)) = 0 for i < [(I - 1)/2]. 
(3) Coker($(F) + B:+‘(F)) is free for i < [(l - 1)/2]. 
Proof: The proof of (1) is well known (see [a]). To prove (2), we choose 
a basis {f ,,..., f,,,} for F, and let {pi ,..., p,} be the dual basis for F*. Then the 
set {f 7' A . . . A f “,” @ f i”’ . . . f ~‘/Uj = 0 or 1, pi > 0, xi”= r oj + Bj = Z} is 
a basis for B,(F). (By f i4’) we mean the p,th divided power off, in D(F)). 
The content of the basis element f f’ A . . . A f “, Of iB” .. ’ f $“’ is the m- 
tuple (a, + P, ,..., a, + P,). 
Given an m-tuple y = (yr ,..., y,,, ) of non-negative integers such that 
y1 + ... + y,,, = 1, we can consider the submodule of B,(F) generated by all 
basis elements with content y. It is easy to see that this submodule forms a 
subcomplex of S,(F) which we call the strand of content y and will denote by 
([B,(F)),. To complete the proof of (2), we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let y = (y, ,..., y,,,) be such that y1 + . . . + y,,, = I, and yk = 1 
for some k. Then the complex (B,(F)), is split exact, i.e., 
0 + B;(F), + B;(F), + . . . + B:(F), + 0 
is a split exact sequence. 
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Proof: We will show that the identity map of (IB,(F)), is chain 
homotopic to zero. That is, we will construct R-maps Si: @f(F)), + 
(J3-‘(F), such that 6,Si-, f S,S, = 1 on (B,(F)),. For x@y E (&(F)),c 
D,F @ A’-iF, define Si(x By) = pk(x) @ fk A y. By choosing x @ y to be a 
basis element *of (B,(F)),, it is easy to see that {Sil is indeed a contracting 
homotopy (keeping in mind the fact that yk = 1); in fact {Si} is a splitting 
homotopy. 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 3.5. Clearly, B,(F) is the direct 
sum, C, (B,(F))y of the subcomplexes S,(F),. Thus Z@,(F)) = 
C, H’((B,(F))y). Observe that if y = (vi ,..., 7,) is such that yk # 1 for all 
k = l,..., m, then (B;(F)), = 0 for i < [(1- 1)/2]. For if fy’ A ... A fErn 0 
,\“” .. . fEm’ has content JJ, and yk # 1 for all k, then Pk = 0 implies ak = 0. 
Thus C ak < 2 Pk since ak = 0 or 1. However, if i < ((l- 1)/2], we have 
CPk G [(I- 1)/21 and C ak > [(I + 1)/2] which is impossible. We see, 
therefore, that for i < [(Z - 1)/2] 
H’P,(FN = c ~‘(b(F)),~, 
V’ 
where y’ runs over those contents with y; = 1 for at least one k, and this last 
sum is 0 by Lemma 3.6. 
To prove (3), consider the sequence 
O+B;(F)+B;(F)-, . . . -B;(F)43f+‘(F)-,L~O, (9 
where t= [(I- I)/21 and L is the cokernel of Bf(F) --) Bf+ l(F). This 
sequence is exact (by (2)) and each of the modules B;(F) is universally free 
for i = O,..., t + 1. Therefore, for i < [(I - 1)/2] it is clear that Coker(Bf(F) + 
B;+‘(F)) is universally free. It remains only to show that L is free. To do 
this it sufftces to prove it when R is the ring of integers. But the split 
exactness of the sequence of B:(F) guarantees the exactness of (S) when 
localized at Q and also when reduced modulo p for every rational prime p. 
Thus the rank of L is constant and L is therefore (universally) free. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 3.5. 
U;(g) was defined to be the sum 
c AP+aF@D,G&lP+bG@DbF 
a+b=k 
If x~~~u~vEA~‘~F~D~G~A~‘~G~D~F with a+b=k, then 
x@vEA~+~(F) and u@yAPtk G ( ). Thus we may apply the map aF to 
(x0 v) and we have a,(x @ v) @ y @ u E AP+a+‘F @ Db-,I; @ D,G @ 
Ap+bG z A P+a+lF @ D,G @ A p+bG @ D,-,F. But A p+a+‘F @ D,G @ 
AptbG @ DbelF is in U[+i (4) so, with this identification understood, we 
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may consider 8,(x 0 v) 0 (v 0 U) to be an element of’ U:“(4). Similarly, 
u 0 y E AP,+k(G), we can apply ac to u 0 y, and after rearrangement of 
terms we may consider (x 0 u) @ a& By) to be an element of Up+ ‘(4). In 
exactly the same way, noting that x @ o E IS:+,(F) and u @JJ E B;+,(G), 
we may consider the elements 6,(x @ u) @ y @I u and (x @ II) @ 6,(u @ u) as 
elements of Vi;:($). With these conventions in mind, we make the following 
definitions : 
DEFINITIONS 3.7. We define the maps 
40’~ G): Q’td4)+ Q’“(4) 
and 
&it ,(F, 9: vi’+ A9 -+ ui;:W 
as follows. If x @ y @ u @ v fZ AP+aF @ D,G @ NfbG @ DJ, 
~+,(F,G)(xO~OuOv)=(xOu)Oa,(uoy) 
+ C-1)” 8,(x 0 0) 0 (Y 0 u) 
~+,(F,G)(xOYOuOv)=(xOu)O6,(uOy) 
+ (-1)(1+* 6,(xOv)O (you). 
The notation a(F, G), 6(F, G) underscores the fact that these maps depend 
only on the modules F and G; they are completely independent of the map $. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. 
(1) U&&h) +af;24FvG) Vi+,(#) d+l(F*G) Vi”(#) is an exucf sequence 
ifp+k>O. 
(2) U!+‘(#)~~+“+‘(P9G) U~+,(#)~g+l(F,G) Ui;&4) is exact ifp> 1. 
Proo$ To prove (l), observe that ICI!;@) = (A,+ k(G) @ Apt k(F))k+ 1, 
u:+ I(#) = (Aptk(G) 8 APtk(F))k, u;+‘(#) = (Aptk(G) @ Ap+k(F))k-, and 
that the maps LJ(F, G) are the boundary maps of the complex BA~+~(G) @ 
APtk(F). Since the complexes Ap+k(F) (or APtk(G)) are split exact for 
p + k > 0, the first part of this proposition is clearly true. 
To prove (2), we make an observation similar to the one above. In this 
case, the modules in the sequence in (2) may be identified with (B,+,(G) @ 
B,+k(F))k-,9 (BP+k(G) @ B,+k(F))k and (B,+,(G) @ B,+k(F))k+l, rest=- 
tively. However, a careful look at the sign in the definition of &+ r(J’, G) 
shows us that the maps of the modules in (2) are the boundary maps of the 
complex B,,, k(G) @I gptk(F) where by EPtk(F) we mean the complex whose 
terms are those of 5 p + k(F) but whose boundary map is -6,. Therefore, what 
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we want to show is that Hk(B,+k(G) @ EP+,(F)) = 0 if p > 1. Since the 
complexes IB,, k(G) and EP+ k(F) are not exact, we need a lemma to 
complete our proof. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let 
C:O+P+C’-i..., 
D:O+DO-tD’+ ,.. 
be free complexes. Suppose t < s are integers such that 
(a) H’(C) = Ofir i < t, 
(b) H’(D)=0 for i<s, 
(c) Coker(C’+ C’+‘) is free. 
ThenH’(C@!D)=Ofori<s+t+ 1. 
Proof: Let c be the complex 
O+CO+C’-+... +C’-iC’f’+O, 
and let L = Coker(C’ + Cf+ ’ ). Then hypotheses (a) and (c) tell us that 
O+CO+C’+ .-. +c’+c’+‘-+L-+O 
is a split exact sequence. 
A standard spectral sequence argument tells us that H’((c @ ID) = 
H’(c@ ID) for i < s + t + 1, and another one tells us that H’(c @ ID) = 
Hi-‘-‘(L @ D). s ince L is free, Hi-‘-‘(L @ D)=L@H’-‘-‘(ID)=0 if 
i-t-l<s(by(b)).HenceH’(C@D)=Ofori<s+t+l. 
We now apply this lemma to complete the proof of Proposition 3.8. If we 
let C = IB p+k(G) and ID = BP+,(F), then (by Proposition 3.5) Cc and ID 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.9 for s = t = [(p + k - 1)/2]. Thus 
ff(B,+k(G)@ B,+,(F))=0 for i<2[(p+ k- 1)/2] -t 1. If p> 1, k< 
2[(p + k- 1)/2] + 1 so that iYk(Bp+k(G) 0 Bp+k(F)) =0 for p 2 1, and (2) 
is proven. 
DEFINITION 3.10. For p > 1 and k > 0 define 
Zi+ ,(F, G) = Coker(U,P+‘(#) ‘+‘(F’G)t UC+ 1(#)). 
PROPOSITION 3.11. The sequence 
O+Z;+‘(F,G)+ U~+,@)+Z~+,(F,G)-+O 
is exact for p > 1. In addition, Zp, ,(F, G) is universally free for p > 2. 
(*I 
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Proof. The exactness of (*) is a trivial consequence of 
Proposition 3.8(2). To see that Zi+ ,(F, G) is universally free, it suffices to 
prove that Z,P+ I (F, G) is universally free, it suffices to prove that Z,P+ ,(F, G) 
is free (for p > 2) when R is the ring of integers. For then, being the cokernel 
of a universal map of universally free modules, it will be universally free. But 
since Zi+ ,(F, G) is a submodule of Vi;:(#), and since Vi;:(#) is free, 
Z[+ l(F, G) is a free R-module when R is the ring of integers. 
LEMMA 3.12. The diagram 
is anticommutative. 
Proof. LetXEAP~bG@D~GandyEAPfaF@DbFwitha+b=k-l. 
Then x @ y (modulo rearrangement of terms) is a generator of Vi”(#). 
From the definitions of the maps a(F, G) and S(F, G) we get 
W, G) 6(F, G)(x @ Y) = a,&(x) @ y + (--l)a+1 a,(x) @ a,(Y) 
+ (-l)“+ l &(Xx> 0 6,(Y) -x 0 &&(Yh 
&F, G) W, G)(x @ Y) = &&(x) @ Y + t--1)= &(x) @ a,(Y) 
+ (-l)” d,(x) @ a,(y) -x @ s,a,(y)- 
Therefore the sum of these two terms is 
(8,s~ + s,aG)(x) 0 Y-X 0 WF + G%)(Y) 
=(p+k)xOy-(p+k)xOy=O. 
By the above lemma we see that the maps 
induce unique maps, which we will denote by St ,(F, G): 
@, ,(F, G): Z,p, ,(F, G) -+ Z;“(F, G). 
DEFINITION 3.13. We define Xf, 1 (1, F, G) to be the kernel of the map 
3, ICE G)- 
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PROPOSITION 3.14, For p > 1, the sequence 
Zkp;;(F, G)-+ Zf+ ,(F, G) + Z;+‘(F, G) 
is exact. We therefore have an exact sequence 
O+X~+l(l,F,G)+Z;+l(F,G)+Xf+l(l,F,G)+O (**I 
for all p > 0. It follows from this that X,P, 1( 1, F, G) is universally free for 
P> 2. 
Proof: By the exactness of sequence (*) above, we have a short exact 
sequence of complexes : 
1 1 1 
O+Ker - W(9) - Z[;;(F, G) + 0 1 1 B(F.G) 1 B(F,G) 
0 + Zf+‘(F, G) - u:+ *w -Z;+,(F,G)-+O 
1 B(F,G) 1 B(F,G) 1 B(F,G) 
0 -+ Z,p+ :(F, G) - ut+‘(p) - Zkp+l(F, G)+ 0 
1 1 
i i i 
O+Z:,+“(F,G)- up-‘(~) - Z;+k-l(F, G)+ 0 
1 1 
f-Jr+ w -Zf’k(F,G)+O 
1 1 
0 0 
If we denote by Hi,, the homology of 
Zkp;:(F, G) -, Zg+ ,(F, G) -, Z,p+ ‘(6 G), 
and observe that the middle column of the above diagram is exact by 
Proposition 3.8 (I), we obtain 
Hi+, = Hi’-+;= . . . =H;f;‘,,=O for i large. 
The exactness of (**) now follows immediately, and an argument similar to 
the proof of universal freeness of Z,P+ ,(F, G) g ives us the universal freeness 
of X{+,(l, F, G) for p > 1. 
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LEMMA 3.15. The following diagrams are commutative: 
(9 
(ii) 
Proof: Trivial. 
The commutativity of diagram (ii) above induces unique maps 
~~:Z~+,(F,G)+Z$‘(F,G) with G%=O. 
DEFINITION 3.16. The complex {Zg+,(F, G), a:} will be denoted by 
~pw 
Lemmas 3.12 and 3.15(i) show us that the map J(F’, G): E’(4)+ Zp”($) 
(sending Zi+,(F, G) to Zi+‘(F, G)) is a map of complexes, and thus the 
map L?$ : Zi+ i(E;, G) + Z{(F, G) induces a map 6 : Xi,, (1, F, G) j 
Xi&F, ‘3. 
DEFINITION 3.17. The complex {X;+,(l, F, G), q} will be denoted by 
XP(L $1. 
Clearly, the complex Xp(l, $) is the kernel of the map of complexes 
2(F, G): Zp(#) --) iZ’+ ‘(4). 
Remark 3.18. If R, is a commutative ring, and F,, G, are free R,- 
modules, let R = S(F,, @ G,) = the symmetric algebra over R, of F, @ G,. 
Then R is a graded ring and F = R @ F,, , G = R @ G,, are free R-modules. A 
morphism F, 0 G, + R induces a morphism of F @ G into R, and thus the 
inclusion F,, @ G, d S(F,, @ G,), which is the identity from F,, @ G, + R 1 = 
F,, @ G,, gives us the generic map 4: F @ G --) R. From the universal 
freeness of the functors Zi+ l(F, G), and Xi+ i(1, F, G), it is clear that 
Zf+,E ‘3 =R CO Zi+,(F,, G,) and X:+dl,F, G)=R @Xf+,(LF,,G,). 
Tracing through the definitions of the maps a:, 8: and a;l, and using the fact 
that the generic map d is the map induced by the identity map (and is, 
601/39/1-l 
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therefore, of degree l), it is straightforward to see that the maps F+ and ~3: 
are induced from maps 
Thus the complexes Zp(() and F’(1, 0) are linear complexes as in 
Definition 2.6. 
Remark 3.19. In [4], we defined X,“+,(F, G) to be the kernel of the map 
~k(FOG)OApFOAPG~Ak-l(F~G)~Sp+I(~~G) 
(the above map is the composition 
Ak(F@ G)@APF@APG Ia ulk(FC3 G)@ S,(F@ G) 
---LA~-~(FoG)o~~+~(F~G) 
where a is the canonical embedding ApI; @ /IPG -+ S,(F @ G) and a is the 
Koszul map, that is, it is the differential of the Koszul complex A(F @ G) @ 
WC3 (3). 
The behavior of the modules Xi+ ,(F, G) under decomposition led us to 
introduce the modules Zci ,(F, G) defined as the kernel of the map 
/ik(FOG)O/iSFO/i’G-,IIk-‘(FOG)OLsFOL:G. 
It follows immediately from the above definitions that we have exact 
sequences 
~~~~+,(F,G)~X~(F,G)OS,(FOG)~X~_,(F,G)OS,(FOG), 
o -+ zi’: ,(K G) -, Z;‘(F, G) @ S,(F @ G) + z;‘,(F, G) 0 S,(F @ G), 
which means that we get linearly exact complexes 
-, Xi+ ,(F, G) 0 S(F 0 G) + X;(F, G) 0 S(F 0 G) + 
-~~:,(F,G)OS(FOG)~Z~‘(F,G)OS(FOG)~... 
of degree 1 over the polynomial ring S(F @ G). 
DEFINITION. I,(F @ G) is the homogeneous ideal of the graded ring 
S(F @ G) generated by the image of the canonical embedding ApF @ APG + 
S,(F @ G). We write (I,(F @ G))k for I,(F @ G) n S,(F @ G). 
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Observing that (I,@ @ G)), = API: 0 A”G and (I,(F 0 G)),, ,/(r,+ r (F @ 
Wp,, = LeF @ L$G, we see that Xi+ ,(F, G) is the kernel of the map 
Ak(F@ G 0 (I,(03 GNP *Ak-l(FO G)O (I,(FO G)),,, 
and that Z:f’,(F, G) is the kernel of the map 
Ak(F@G)@(Ip(F@G))P~Ak-l(F@G) 
@ (WO G))p+,lVp+dFO G)),+,, 
where both maps come from the Koszul differential. It follows that 
Xi+ ,(F, G) is contained in Zk+ r p9 (F, G) and that there is an induced map 
Z;$‘,(F, G) --*Xi+ ‘(F, G). Th ere ore f one may define Xi;,(F, G) as the 
kernel of the map Z&!‘,(F, G) d Z[+l*p+‘(F, G) which is formally similar to 
the definition of Xp k+,(F, G) given in this paper. Moreover, using decom- 
position techniques similar to those in [4], one can prove that the sequence 
O_tAP+k(F@G),Z;;‘k(F,G)-r... ~Z;;P,(F,G)~Z{+‘.“+‘(F,G) 
+ . . +AP+kF@AP+kG-+O 
is exact, or equivalently that the sequence 
is exact. 
DEFINITION. We define a map Ug+ ,(F, G) -V Zi3p(F, G) to be the com- 
position 
c APtaF@D,G@APtbG@DbF 
a+b=k 
1 
~ApF@AaF@D,G@APG@AbG@DbF 
1 
Ak(F @ G) @ ApF @ A”G. 
When R contains the field Q of rationals, it is easy to check that there is 
an exact sequence 
Uf+‘(F, G)- ‘+’ U~+,(F,G)~Z~~P(F,G)~O 
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when p > 2, so that Zkp’p(F, G) is Zkp(F, G) in this case. This is also true (but 
harder to prove) under the weaker assumption that R contains the ring Z of 
integers. 
4. THE SCHUR COMPLEXES 
In this section F, G are free R-modules of ranks m, n respectively and 
4: G+ F is an R-map. We denote by cm the element of F @ G* 
corresponding to 4 under the canonical isomorphism Hom,(G, F) g F @ G*. 
More detailed discussion of the material in this section will be found in [2]. 
DEFINITION 4.1, (a) The symmetric algebra S# of the morphism ql is the 
R-bialgebra SF @ AG formed by taking the usual tensor product of the R- 
bialgebras SF and AG. We let Msm : S4 @ S) + S#, A,, : S# + S# 0 S#, and 
Tsm : S@ @ S# + S# @ S# denote the multiplication, the comultiplication, and 
the commutation map respectively of the R-bialgebra SqL 
(b) We put a complex structure on S# as follows: let (S#)j = 
C& S,F@ AjG be th e jth degree of the complex and let a,,: (S#)j + 
(S#)j- I be the R-map given by the action of cm E SF @ AG* on SF @ AG. It 
is easy to check that this makes S# into a complex. 
LEMMA 4.2. M,,, A,, , T,, are all “compatible” with the differential a,, 
(for example, M,, is “compatible” with a,, means that the following diagram 
is commutative : 
where asmtnsm is the differential of the tensor product of complexes). 
DEFINITION 4.3. S,# is the subcomplex of S# given by 0 + AkG + F 0 
/ik-‘G+ -+ Sk-/F @ AjG + . + S,F + 0 where the jth degree 
component (Sk#)j= SkPj = Sk-,F @ AjG. Note that S,# is the complex 
0 + R + 0 with (S,#), = R. 
DEFINITION 4.4. (a) The exterior algebra A# of the morphism 0 is the 
R-bialgebra AF 6 DG formed by taking the antisymmetric tensor product 
(denoted 0) of the R-bialgebras AF and DG. We let m,, : A# 0 A# -+ Aqb, 
A ,,m:A9+A(0A#, and T,,,:A$@A(+A$@Aqi denote the 
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multiplication, the comultiplication, and the commutation map respectively 
of the R-bialgebra Ad. 
(b) We put a complex structure on A) as follows: let (A#)j = 
xi A’F @ D,G be the jth degree component of the complex and a,,# : (+#)J --t 
(LI#),- I be the R-map given by the action of Cd E AF @ SG* on AF @ DG. 
Remark 4.5. Here we give an explanation of what is meant by the R- 
bialgebra structure of the antisymmetric tensor product AF 6 DG. If 
M = C Mi, N = 2 N, are graded R-modules, we define the antisymmetric 
twisting morphism p: M @ N + N @ M to be the R-map given as follows : if 
x@YEM,.@N,, then F (x@y)=(-l)Vy@x. Then rn,,,:A#@Ati+A# 
is the composition 
AF@DG@AF@DG- ‘Otil AF@AF@DG@DG 
m-mot, AF @ DG, 
A ,,* : A( + A# @ A# is the composition 
AF@DG AAF@A%lF @ AF @ DG @ DG 
SAFODG~IAFODG 
and T,,, : A@ @ A4 + A) @ A# is the map given by if 
x,Oy,Ox,Oy,EAa’FODb,GOAaZFODblG, 
T,,,(x, 0 Y, 0 xz 0 YJ 
= (-1) “a1+a1b2+a3’~2~yZ~~1~y1EAaZF~Db2G~Aa’F~Db,F. 
Also the action of AF 6 SG* on AF 6 DG is the composition 
AF @ SG*AF @ DG* on AF 6 DG is the composition 
AF@SG*@AF@DG- ‘@@’ AF@AF@SG*@DG 
where nSc* : SG* @ DG + DG is the natural action of SG* on DG. 
LEMMA 4.6. mAo, A,,*, T,,, are all “compatible” with the dzflerential 
aA+ 
DEFINITION 4.7. A”# is the subcomplex of A# given by 0 + D,G + F @ 
DkelG + ‘.+ -+Ak-jF@ .G+ . . . +AkF+O 
k/ 
where the jth degree 
component (Ak4), = A - F @ DIG. Note that A”# is the complex 0 --t R + 0 
with (A’#), = R. 
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Remark 4.8. It is easy to see that A# = xkA “4, S# = zk Sk4 as direct 
sums of complexes. 
DEFINITION 4.9. Let A = (A, ,..,, A,) ,U = 01, ,..., ,D,) be partitions such that 
,a c A. We define AA,,, # to be the tensor product of complexes 
p-y @ @/j*s--ps 4 and S,,,$ to be the tensor product of complexes 
SA,-r,9 0 .‘. 0 S.&rs#. 
Now we are ready to define the Schur complex on $. 
DEFINITION 4.10. Let A= (Ai ,..., A,), ,B = (,B, ,..., ,D,) be partitions such 
that ,u c A. Let 1 = (1, ,..., x,), ,~7 = @, ,..., pi) be their transposes. Let (aij) be 
the s x t matrix defined by 
aij= 1 if pi+ l<j<A,, 
=o otherwise. 
We define the Schur map d,,,,(4): Au,(#) + SX,; to be the composition 
where the first map is the tensor product of the maps A,,: Aai-“#4 -+ 
A=“# @ . . . @ A**# (i = l,..., s), the second map is the tensor product of the 
canonical isomorphisms Aa + S,, # (remember that (xii = 0 or l), and the 
third map is multiplication in the algebra @‘Sd = S$ @ @ S$. It follows 
from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.6 that the first and third maps are maps of 
complexes, and it is trivial to check that the middle map is a map of 
complexes. Therefore d,,,(d) is a complex map. The image of 
d,,,(d): Au,,(d) + Sx,;(#) is called the Schur complex on the morphism ( 
and IS denoted LA,, #* 
We give another definition of the Schur complex: 
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DEFINITION 4.11. Define the map of complexes Cl,, : A# @ A# -+ Ad 0 
AQ to be the composition 
A)OA~~A~OAIOAd~A~oA~. 
- 
We define LIILL $ to be the cokernel of the map of complexes 
S-l Aktl-Wktl 
c c 
chum@ .,. O/Ilk-Uk+i~OA~k+‘-““+I-i~O ... @,,bUs~ 
k=l i=Uk--Pk+l+l s-1 
where Ok is the map 
Ak+l--Lk+I 
cl A@: c 
/j.tk-,‘k+i@@&k+l-Wk+l-i# 
i=Wk-Wk+l+l 
--f AAk-“k# @&k+l-Uk+l& 
The main theorem or Schur Complexes is 
THEOREM 4.12. (1) There is Q natural isomorphism LA,,,(#) + L,,,(4) 
of complexes (consequently, L,,,(4) is universally free). 
(2) If $ = 4, CiJ ei2, then there is a natural filtration of L,,, by 
complexes whose associated graded object is C,, S (IE 1 L,,(# ,) 0 L,,,,(d,). 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let (LA,,($)), = the jth degree component of LA,,$. 
There is a natural filtration on (L,,,,(4)), whose associated graded object is 
c r~oc~,m=jLt,,u(F) 0 Go(G)- 
Proof. Observe that (L,,(4)), depends only on the modules F, G and 
not on the map 4. Therefore, if we take #i: 0 + F, 42: G-t 0 we have 
L,,,,(4), = L,,,Q, + #,),. By the theorem, there is a natural filtration of 
&,r(h 0 42>), w  ose h associated graded object is C,,<o<l (L,,,(#,)O 
LllO(&)),. Noting that (L,,(Q), =0 if i # 0, we have (L,,(#,) 0 
L,,AJ)j = &7,/,(4100 (L,,(4)), = &T,um @ &&w 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let $: G--t F be a split injection. Then L,,,(4) is 
acyclic and H,(L,,,(#)) = L,,(Coker#). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on rank G, the case G = 0 being trivial. 
If rank G > 0, we can split $: G + F into a direct sum #r 0 #2 : R 0 G’ -+ 
R @ F’ where #i : R + R is the identity 1, and $* : G’ + F’ is a split injection. 
By the theorem, L,,,(4) decomposes into C,,GuE~ L&Q 0 LA&%) UP to 
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filtration. It is easy to check that L,,,(R +lR R) is exact for u #p. It follows 
that L,,,,(4) is homotopically equivalent to L,,,(#,) @ LA,,&). But L,,,(#,) 
is the complex 0 + R + 0 with R in degree 0. Therefore L,,,(() is 
homotopically equivalent to LA,,&). By induction, we are done 
5. THE RESOLUTION OF THE SUBMAXIMAL MINORS 
Let F and G be free R-modules of ranks m and p, where m >p, respec- 
tively, and let (p’) denote the partition 
(P,..., P). 
As in Section 3, we let I, denote the idea1 in S(F @ G) generated by 
ApF @ APG (i.e., the idea1 generated by the minors of order p of the generic 
map), and IL denotes the rth power of I,. Because p = rank G, we have a 
canonical injection of the tensor product of Schur functors Lcp,) F @ L(,,, G 4 
I; (by the standard basis theorem [ 1,8,9]). Consequently, we have a map 
qk(r,F,G):Ak(F@G)@L,,,F@L,,,,G+Ak-’(F@G)@Ii 
which is the composition of the maps 
Ak(F@ G)OL,,@‘OL~,r,G 
m-tAk-1(F@G)@(F@G)@L~p3F@L~p~~G -%Ak-‘(F@ G)@Z;, 
where a is obtained by diagonalizing Ak(F @ G) and p is obtained by 
multiplying the image of Lcp3 F @ LcP3 G in IL by F 0 G in S(F 0 G). 
DEFINITION 5.1. For k > 0, we denote the kernel of the map qk(r, F, G) 
by yk + 1 (r, F, G). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (1) Y,(r,K G) =Ltpr,FOLcpr,G. 
(2) 0 + Y2(r, F, G) + Yl(r, F, G) @ F @ G + Ii is exact. 
(3) For each k > 2 there is an exact sequence 
o-Yk+,(r,~,G)~Yk(r,F,G)O(FOG)-,Yk-1(r,F,G)OS2(FOG). 
Proof: (1) and (2) are simply restatements of the definition. To obtain 
the map 
8’: Yk+ l(r, F, G) + Yk(r, F, G) @ (F @ G) 
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we observe that the diagonal map 
Ak(F@G)+Ak-‘(F@G)@(F@G) 
tensored with the identity on L,,F @ L,,, G induces a unique map from 
Yk+ ,(r, F, G) to Y,(r, F, G). The map Y,(r, F, G) @ (F @ G) + 
Y,- ,(r, F, G) @ S,(F @ G) is just the composition 
Yk(r,F,G)O(FOG) “@‘ *Yk-,(r,F,G)O(FOG)O(FOG) 
- Y,- l(r, F, G) 0 S,(F 0 G), 
where p is multiplication in S(F @ G). 
The exactness claimed in (3) is a consequence of the acyclicity of the 
Koszul complex A (F @ G) @ S(F @ G). 
If (: F @ G -+ R is a map, then we obtain a map 
8:: Yk+dr,F, G)+ Yg,F, G) 
for k > I which is the composition 
Yk+l(r,F,G)~Yk(r,F,G)O(FOG) 
% Yk(r, F, G) OR = Y,(r, F, G). 
It is easy to check that 8: o 8: = 0 so we obtain a complex 
{Y,, ,(r, F, G), ai}. 
DEFINITION 5.3. The complex { Y,+,(r, F, G), ai} will be denoted by 
Y(r, 4). When 4 is the generic map, this complex will be denoted by 
Y(r, F, G). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 4: F @ G + R be a map as above with G of rank p, 
and suppose that for each j= l,..., p the ideal I,(#) generated by the minors 
of 4 of order j has grade > (p + 1 - j)(m - p) + 1. Then Y (r, I) is a free 
resolution of I#) and this resolution can be augmented to give the resolution 
of R/z;(#). 
Proof: To prove this theorem, we completely ignore the complex Y(r, #) 
for the moment and look instead at the Schur complex LC,,-p,,t(G +@ F*). 
We will show that this complex tensored with the module Ltp3G resolves 
G(4). If we show this, it will follow that Y(r, 4) is the same complex as 
L,,,-,,,?(G --t F*) @ L(,,,) G because this latter complex is linear and, being 
exact, is linearly exact. Since both complexes, Lo,-&G + F*) @ L,,,,G 
and Y(r, 4) have the same initial term, and since both are linearly exact when 
4 is the generic map, it follows that both complexes are the same. 
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Since G has rank p, L(,,,, G = R, so we may dispense with writing the term 
LCp3 G when proving the acyclicity of LC,,-p,,,(G + F*). By Corollary 4.13, 
we know that the length of the complex LCC,-,,,,(G +F*) is less than or 
equal to (min(r, p))(m - p). By the acyclicity lemma, it suffices to prove that 
this complex is acyclic if we localize at primes of localized grade ( 
min(r, p)(m - p) (see [6] for a statement of the acyclicity lemma). Our 
assumption on grade I,(#) tells us that if we localize at such a prime, then 
Z,(4) becomes R (where R now stands for the localization of R), and 
#:G+F* equals #‘@I l:G’@R+F’*@R where the grades of Z,($‘) 
satisfy the same hypotheses as those for Zi(#) for j = l,..., p - 1. Again, using 
Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.14, we see that LCcmmpjrj(G1 -+F’*) is 
homotopically equivalent to L,,,-,,,,,(G + F*) and induction on 
rank F + rank G finishes the proof that LC,-p,rj(G1 + F’*) is acyclic. This 
completes the proof of our theorem. 
We are now ready to pass to the resolution of the p x p minors when 
rank G =p + 1. We will assume that 4 is the generic map and that F and G 
are fixed. Thus we will write UP, Zp and Xp( 1) for Up(#), Z”(4) and Xp( 1, @), 
and will also write Zf, r, Xi+,(l) for Zf, I(F, G) and X[+ ,(l, F, G). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. 
(a) Hi(Xp(l)) = Ofor i > 3. 
(b) Hi(X”( 1)) z Hi(Z”) for i > 2. 
(C) Hi(U”) = OfOr i > 3. 
(d) Xp+‘(l) z Zp+’ is a resolution ofZp+,(#). 
(e) We have the exact sequence 
0 + H@P) -+ I,+ 1(g) + H,(W) + H*(ZP) + 0. 
Proof. First we prove (d). But this is just the Eagon-Northcott complex 
for the maximal order minors (it also follows from Theorem 5.4 letting 
r= 1). 
Next, we recall the two exact sequences of Section 3: 
o+z{+‘+ u~+l+z~+,+o, (*I 
o+x~+l(l)-+z~+l +x:+*(1)+0. (**I 
We saw, in fact, that the above sequences are exact sequences of complexes 
o-bzp+‘+[up+zp+o t*> 
o+x’(l)+z~+x~+l+o (**) 
provided we keep in mind the dimension shifts. 
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To prove (c), we use the fact that Up is he tensor product of two com- 
plexes : 
( ... +AP+‘F@ G+MF) @ (AP+‘G@F+APG) 
with the left-hand complex acyclic (see [3] for a proof of acyclicity of this 
complex). Let us call this acyclic complex A. Then UJp is the mapping cone 
of A @ Ap+ ‘G @ F--t A @ A’G and the acyclicity of A gives us (c). (Do not 
forget that the indexing of our complex Up starts with 1, not 0, which 
accounts for the condition i > 3 instead of i > 2.) 
To prove (b) we use the sequence (**). From the associated homology 
sequence (and the acyclicity of Xp+ ‘( 1)) we get 
and 
Hi(X”( 1)) = H,(ZP) for i> 3 
which shows that H2(Xp( 1)) = H@P). 
To prove (a) it suffices to prove that H,(Zp) = 0 for i > 3, which is 
immediate from the sequence (*), the acyclicity of Zp+’ and (c). Part (e) 
also drops out of (*) since H,(ZP+‘) = I,+ r(4). (Remember that in taking 
the exact homology sequence associated to (*) there are dimension shifts.) 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.5. 
Our goal is to compute the homology of Xp(l). We know it for i > 3, so 
we now compute H,(Xp( 1)). 
LEMMA 5.6. In the sequence 5.5(e), H,(ZP) contains Ii+r(#). 
ProoJ If we can show that the annihilator of H&UP) contains Ip+ l(Q), 
then Ii+,(#) is in the kernel of the map of Ip+l(#) to H,(Wp) in 5.5(e). But 
H3(Zp) is the kernel of this map, so that would prove the lemma. 
A simple calculation shows that H,(WP) = LI”-~N, where N is the kernel 
of the generic map /: G --t FE. Therefore we have the exact sequence 
But by [7] we know that Ann(AmepN) contains Ip+l(#) when # is generic. 
Therefore the annihilator of Hz(@) contains Ip+l($) and we are done. 
DEFINITION 5.7. The Durfee square 2 complex Xp(2) is defined to be 
Y(2, F, G) of Definition 5.3. That is, X”(2) = {X{+ ,(2, F, G), a(2)}, where 
xi+ ,(2, F, G) = Y,, ,G F, G) 
for k > 0, and a(2) is the boundary map of Y(2, F, G). 
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PROPOSITION 5.8. There exists a map of complexes 
v= {v,:JG’+,(s,F, G)+X:+,(LF, ‘31, k > 0, 
such that the composition 
~;+,(~>=wP(2))~ H3(XP(l)) = H,(ZP) + I,+ I(d) 
is the inclusion, where tq: is the map induced by w, on homology, and 
H3(ZP) -+ I,+ ,(Q) is the map of 5.5(e). 
Proof: We know by Theorem 5.4 that Xp(2) is a free acyclic complex, 
and fWP(2N = Ii+ d4). 
We also know that H,(XP(l)) = 0 for i > 3. If we let K= Ker 
%‘(A F, G)+G(l, F, G)), we have the exact sequence 
+xi+1(l,F, G) + ... -X,“(l,F, G)+K 
-+ H,(XP( 1)) -+ 0. ***\ ( I 
By Lemma 5.6, we have Z~+,(#) cH,(XP(l)) embedded so that the 
composition Ii+ i(4) c H3(Xp( 1)) -+ I,+ i(d) is the inclusion. Thus by the 
comparison theorem there exists a map (unique up to homotopy) from Xp(2) 
to (***) which covers the map of $+i(#) into H3(Xp(1)). Since 
K c Xf( 1, F, G), we may replace K by X$‘( 1, F, G) to obtain the map w of 
our proposition. 
Since the map vi : &‘(2)+X~(l) factors through k, the composition 
x32)+x31)-,x;(l) is zero. Hence we have the map of complexes: 
and we may take its mapping cone. 
DEFINITION 5.9. The mapping cone of the above map will be denoted by 
xp. 
Remark 5.10. Since the maps vk are not canonically defined, the 
notation Xp is, perhaps misleading. However, we saw that these maps IJ/~ are 
unique up to homotopy and, as we will now see, the choice of the vk does 
not affect our main result. 
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THEOREM 5.11. (a) The complex Xp is a minimal free resolution of 
M9 
(c) The Betti numbers of I,($) are independent of characteristic. 
Proof: Once we have established (a), parts (b) and (c) will follow. For 
clearly the acyclicity of Xp implies that H,(Xp( 1)) = 0 since (Xp), = (Xp( 1))r. 
Also, since the image of y1 in H3(XP(l)) is Zi+ i(4), the exactness of Xp in 
dimension 3 implies that Zi+ i(4) must be all of Hr(XP(l)). Part (c) follows 
from (a) because of the universality of the complex Xp. That is, if we let Xf 
be the complex over the ring of integers, then we may take Xp over any ring 
R to be Xf OR. Thus, the minimality of X$’ ensures the invariance of the 
Betti numbers. 
Now for the proof of (a). If we augment the complex Xp by mapping 
X!(l) = ApF @ /IPG to R, what we want to show is that this augmented 
complex is a resolution of R/I,(#). The augmented complex has length 
2(m - p + 2) (by Corollary 4.13), so by the acyclicity lemma it suffices to 
localize at primes of height less than 2(m -p + 2). (Because of universality, 
we may assume that R is Cohen-Macaulay so that we need not distinguish 
between height and grade of ideals.) However, I,(#) is of height 
2(m -p + l), so that under localization by such a prime, Z,(o) blows up. It 
therefore suffices to prove acyclicity after inverting a p x p #minor of 4 and, 
in this case, we may assume that $ = id + 4’: H @ G’ + H @ F’* where rank 
H= p, rank F’ = m -p, rank G’ = 1, and 4’: G’+ F’* is generic. From 
5.5(e) we see that it is enough to show, in this case, that H2(UJP) = 
I,+ i (4)/Z;+ r(4), since the map I,+, (4) + Hz(UJp) will be easily seen to be the 
canonical surjection. By the usual argument reducing Up modulo homotopy 
equivalence, we may assume that 
UP= ( -tA2F1-+F1& I* R)@ (F’LR), 
where Z,+i(#) = Ii@‘) = (Xp+i,...,X,,,), and X,+i ,...,X,,, is a regular 
sequence. The left-hand complex is a Koszul complex on x,+ i ,..., X, and a 
simple argument shows that 
0 + H&UP) + R/Z,(f) OF’ -lo@1 R/Z,(f) @ R 
is exact (we have H2(WP) instead of H,(UP) because of our indexing 
convention on the complex Up). But 1 @ 4’ is the zero map, and it is well 
known that F’/Z,(#‘) z I:(#‘) when ( ’ is a regular sequence. This proves the 
acyclicity of our complex Xp. 
All that remains to show now is the minimality of the complex. Since we 
are not looking over a local, but over a graded ring, by minimal@ we mean 
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that the coefficients of the boundary maps of Xp are in the ideal of S(F @ G) 
generated by F @ G. We have already seen that the complexes Xp(2) and 
Xp(l) are linear, so the only maps that need be examined are the maps vk. 
To do this, recall that all our modules, complexes, etc., are graded, and so, 
therefore, is the homology of all of these complexes. Looking at the exact 
sequence of Proposition 5.5(e) from this point of view, we see that 
H,(hP) = 0 in degrees less than p (since I,+ ,(#) has its first non-zero 
component in degree p + 1, and the map H3(ZP) -+ I,+ ,(#) is of degree 1). 
This permits us to define w1 as a map of degree p, and the degrees of the 
other are therefore also seen to be p. 
Remark 5.12. The complex Xp(2) can be defined in the following way 
by generators and relations: 
Z’(2) = Lcp+ @‘O L,,, ,pG (dimG=p+ 1), 
In general, we have the exact sequence 
0 -P Xi+ ,(2)+Xkp(2) 0 F 0 G -Xi- ,(2) 0 S,(F 0 G), 
i.e., X!+,(2) is the intersection 
X:(2) 0 Ak(F @ G) n X32) @ A’- ‘(F @ G), 
where each of the above modules is contained in X:(2) @ (F@ G) @ 
A’-‘(F ‘$3 G), the first by diagonalizing Ak(F @ G) and the second obviously 
so. 
xf+ ,(2) is generated inside X:(2) @ /ik(F@ G) by the images of 
morphisms #,,,,, (a, + a2 = k, a, > a,), where 
is obtained by diagonalizing AP+ ’ + ‘IF @ /iP+ ‘+‘lF to Apt ‘F @ Ap + iF @ 
A”‘F @ A”‘F, using the embeddings of A”‘F @ DaiG into Aai(F @ G) for 
i = 1, 2, and multiplying into Ak(F @ G). 
The maps #,,,,, satisfy the following relations : 
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T- 
4 0 
+ 
4 
-T 
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where m indicates multiplication in the appropriate algebra, and d a suitable 
diagonalization. These relations show that 
Im i,,,,, moddo c Im 4bl,b2 
bl>al 
bl+bz=k 
is a quotient of L~+l+a,,p+,+a2~‘OKo,,alG. The proof of Theorem54 
actually shows equality. Again, a more detailed discussion of generators and 
relations for L, F or K, F will be found in [ 21. 
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